
Punk and the Making of Self Assignment — Project 3: Final 
 
For this project, you will develop and posit (in a thesis-driven manner) a deep understanding of a 
song of your choice from punk’s larger diaspora.  This is not an explication of the song’s singular 
“meaning” via a this-means-that approach to symbols, nor is it an assertion of an exclusive, 
absolute truth about the song.  Instead in an essay of 1500-2200 words, your goal will be to 
identify, relate, and articulate the attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions that your chosen song 
reinforces.  Consult your notes and our handouts on thinking about art and cultural texts. 
 
You will achieve the insight needed for such an undertaking by 1.) closely tuning in to your 
personal experience of the song, noting the effects it creates and connecting them to musical 
causes, 2.) carefully considering the song’s lyrics and other paratext (like packaging and video), 
and 3.) researching the song’s makers, its creation, and how it fit into the history of its era.  As 
you consider the song in these ways, make note of the questions that arise; these are the sorts of 
questions that often lead to strong, specific thesis statements. 
 
Begin writing your essay only after you have approached the song thoughtfully from these 
perspectives, taking notes and articulating your thoughts along the way.  The final essay should 
relate the insights you glean from these approaches such that they support a larger, coherent 
understanding of the song.  You may organize your essay either via these three discrete methods 
or you may integrate them.   
 
You may consult external scholarly or journalistic sources if you wish.  Include a bibliography in 
MLA format if you directly quote or make explicit reference to such sources.  (Full-length 
footnotes are preferred.)  Your complete academic honesty is, of course, assumed.  As always, 
you are encouraged to ask questions or to come to office hours.   
 
This project is due via email.  No late submissions will be accepted. 
 
Grading will be out of 15 points, divided among the following criteria: 
 

 A well-considered thesis statement located in the first two paragraphs  2 pts. 
  Persuasiveness of argument        3 pts. 

 Structure, clarity, and stylistic quality       3 pts. 
  Ingenuity and depth of insight        6 pts. 
  Mechanical correctness and proper citation of sources     2 pts. 
 


